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Abstract: Distinguishing the association rules in large databases is having high degree of presence in data mining. This paper is for the most part meant at taking into account of previous explorations, current operational standing and to conclude the gaps flanked by them with current identified information. The two problems identified regarding this context are: identifying all frequent item sets and to generate constraints from them. Here, first problem, as it obtains more processing time, is computationally expensive. As a result, many algorithms are projected to handle this problem. Current study focused on these algorithms and their related issues.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the operation of association rule mining, frequent pattern mining is an important stage that has been aimed at and in which remarkable improvements have been made. The research varies from efficient and scalable algorithms to most research frontiers; including sequential, structured, correlative mining, associative classification and frequent pattern based clustering. Let us discuss present status of this step including the analyzed challenges.

Frequent patterns are item sets or substructures which occur in a dataset more than specified minimum no. of times. A substructure can be a sub-graph or sub-tree. If such substructure occurs more than particular threshold, it is called a frequent structural pattern. Identifying frequent patterns is significant in mining associations and correlations. It contributed in data indexing, classification and clustering. It is proposed by Agarwal et al. [1] for market basket analysis which explores customer characteristics from the associations between objects in the basket. There are a number of proposed algorithms for generating frequent item sets which vary in the way of traversing item set lattice, use of anti-monotone property and the way to handle database. Based on these variations, representative set of algorithms is explained.

2. NOMENCLATURE

Apriori [1] algorithm improved the studies over frequent pattern mining. Here, we distinguished the pattern detection techniques based on their similarities.

The initial algorithm suggested was AIS, by Agrawal et al. (1993) [1] for association rule mining problem. It is a multi-pass algorithm; where candidate item sets are formed while passing the database by extending prior frequent item sets with each transaction items. But, it creates more no. of candidates which may convert into infrequent in future. Moreover, data structures for maintenance are not specified. SETM, which uses SQL, is another algorithm which represents frequent item set in the form of <TID (Transaction unique ID), item set>. Its drawback is similar to that of AIS. The main problem with SETM was identified by, Agrawal and Srikant (1994) [2] and Sarawagi et al. [28].

Apriori seemed to be better algorithm in next generation, which completely includes the subset frequency based pruning optimization. It uses hash tree to save counter. But, it passes over the database length of longest frequent item set times (n). In Kth pass, counts of K item sets are obtained. Another drawback is that it follows tuple-by-tuple approach after every transaction which is an overhead. As there are large no. of single items in database which may form big no. of item sets, it is difficult to develop a scalable algorithm for it. Agrawal and Srikant [2] noticed an interesting downward closure property, called Apriori which refers that an item set is frequent only if all its subsets are frequent. This is the extract of the Apriori algorithm [2] and its alternative [3]. With the proposal of Apriori algorithm, no. of database passes also decremented.

2.1 Divergence Approaches

Partitioning technique: It is proposed by Savasere et al [5], in which the database is logically partitioned into disjoint sets. It needs only 2 passes and based on observation that an item set is globally frequent only if it is frequent at local in at least one divided set. TID lists are calculated for each set and for each candidate in the item set.
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Sampling approach: It is proposed by Toivonen et al [6] in which a random sample is mined to identify frequent item sets. These item sets are considered as representative of actual frequent item sets. For more precise results, it needs 1 or 2 passes over database. It is similar to Apriori in case of drawbacks.

Non level wise algorithm [7]: Here, candidates are updated after every M transaction, M is a parameter. It is a multi pass algorithm which is completed in 2 passes. It is closer to sampling approach.

Continuous Association Rule Mining Algorithm [8]: It computes frequent item sets online. It allows changing parameters, minimum support and minimum confidence at any transaction during first pass. It is a 2 pass algorithm allowing non static update of candidates. Hidber, 1999 [8] show that it is less capable than Apriori, but has less memory use.

2.2 Tree Structures based Mining frequent item sets

FP tree based algorithm: Sometimes, when Apriori algorithm decreases no. of candidates abruptly, it faces two nontrivial costs. They are, creating large no. of candidate sets and frequently passing the database and comparing the candidates using pattern matching. Han et al. [4] proposed this algorithm that determines complete set of frequent item sets without candidate generation, based on divide and conquer technique. It expand a list of frequent items in initial pass and sorts them in frequency decrement way. The database is then condensed into FP tree. The FP tree is mined, initiating from a frequent length 1 pattern, forming its sub database (having set of prefix paths co occurring with suffix pattern). This is done iteratively. Drawbacks of FP tree are time consumption, no flexibility and no reusability.

This algorithm divides the problem of identifying lengthy frequent patterns into small patterns and concatenating the suffixes and thus minimizing search time. The extensions of FP growth approach include, Depth first generation, proposed by Agarwal et al [27], H-Mine, By Pei et al [11], Top-down and Bottom-up traversals by Liu et al [12] and array based prefix tree structure by Grahne and Zhu [13].

2.3 Interesting Itemset Mining

Sometimes it becomes essential for user to consider only required patterns.

Constraint-based mining: A user may be interested in the patterns satisfying some specified constraint. Constraints can be of different types based on their communication with mining operation. For example, succinct constraints must be inserted at the initiation of mining; anti monotonic must be inserted deep to keep pattern growth under control during mining and monotonic constraints which require only one constraint checking [14]. The push of monotonic constraints was discussed by Grahne et al [15]. The insertion of convertible constraints (e.g. avg() = v), is performed by sorting them in an order for constrained pattern growth [11]. Bonchi et al [17] proposed dual mining. ExAnte was also proposed by him [18] to further prune the data search space with monotone constraints. Gade et al [19] proposed a block constraint which determines item set’s significance based on dense block formed by pattern’s items. Bonchi and Lucchese [20] proposed an algorithm for mining closed constrained patterns. Yun and Leggett [21] suggested a weighted frequent item set mining algorithm to insert weight constraint while balancing downward closure property.

3. CONTEMPORARY AFFIRMATION OF THE RECENT LITERATURE

3.1 Utility Itemset Mining

Conventional methods of ARM weights equally the all elements involved in transactions of the given dataset. These models prioritize the items by their existence the transaction. The items frequency in given transactions that these conventional models consider are not realistic to conclude the elements, which are frequent and highly profitable. It may also be a practice of the conventional models that sometimes highly profitable elements may be discarded by concluding them as infrequent. In most of the market basket practices it is significant to identify the frequency of elements with regard to profits they generate, which often not found in transactions with required support. Hence a mining strategy referred as Utility mining can be considered to perform profitable frequent itemset mining in real time practices.

Here in this practice the utility is an identity measure to conclude the significance of an itemset in regard to profits. The conventional ARM methods are utterly fails in this contest since these models always gives utility of each element as 1 and the quantity of that element is always 1 if it exists in a given transaction or 0 if not exists.

The high utility mining models were defined in [28], [29], [30], [31] and [32]. These allow exploring the significance of the itemset by utility value. The transactions significance can be identified for several important decisions in business area similar to exploiting profits diminishing costs related to product promotion or inventory can be in use and more vital knowledge about elements of the transactions or customer’s causative to the greater part of the revenue can be exposed. The models related to utility mining defined in [28], [29], [30], [32] having limits with level-wise candidature. Thus the memory resource usage is extremely high due to huge
candidature maintenance also evident of poor scalability due to the need of multiple scans of transaction dataset, which proportionate to maximum length of the candidature itemset. The model called Mining with Expected Utility in short referred as MEU defined in [28], is not able to manage the downward closure property of Apriori. A heuristic has been used by MEU to determine the state of an itemset is a candidate or not. This heuristic usually not appropriate since an overestimation can be suspected. In particular at the initial levels that leads to generate candidates from all combinations of items. This is not viable in the context of huge number of divergent items low utility. From the authors of [28], there are two more algorithms called UMining and UMining-H [29] to estimate the high usefulness itemsets. A pruning by utility upper bound approach was used in UMining. In the similar context UMining-H was defined but the pruning is performing by a heuristic approach. But, the heuristic method is pruning some high utility itemsets inaccurately. As the same model defined in [28] these methods also not able to perform downward closure property of Apriori and fails to avoid the consequences in level-wise candidature and test methodology.

The Two-Phase [30] algorithm was developed based on the definitions of [28] to find high utility itemsets using the downward closure property. They have defined “transaction weighted utilization”, and proved it can preserve the descending closure property. For the first database scan, their algorithm finds all the 1-element transaction weighted exploitation itemset and based on that engenders the candidates for 2-element transaction weighted use itemsets. In the second database scan, it finds all the 2-element transaction weighted exploitation itemset and based on that engenders the candidates for 3-element transaction weighted exploitation itemsets and so on. At the last scan, it finds out the real high utility itemsets from high transaction weighted utilization itemsets. This algorithm undergo from the same problem of the level-wise candidate generation-and-test methodology. CTU- Mine [31] proposed an algorithm that is efficient over Two-Phase algorithm only in dense database when the minimum utility threshold is very low. The isolated items discarding strategy (IIDS) [32] for discovering high utility itemsets was proposed to reduce some candidates in every pass of databases. They developed efficient high utility itemset mining algorithm FUM and DCG+ and showed that their work is better than all previous high utility pattern mining works. But still their algorithms suffers from the level-wise candidate generation-and-test problem and needs multiple database scans depending on the maximum length of the candidate patterns. In this regard C.F. Ahmed et al [33] proposed a novel tree-based candidate pruning technique HUC-Prune (high utility candidates prune) to efficiently mine high utility patterns without level-wise candidate set generation-and-test. It prunes a big number of unnecessary candidates during the mining process. It exploits a pattern development mining approach and needs a maximum of three database scans in contrast to several database scans of the existing algorithms.

Later Wu et al [34], Y.L.Chen et al [35] discussed the freshness of the data referred as “recency” provided as utility factor that is change of data distribution between the past data and the new data. Although the models [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] referred under utility itemset mining category, they still fail to fully reflect the utility factors Recency, Frequency and Monetary (RFM) in the mining process.

An example of the constraints observed under utility factor "recency" is follows.

In the consideration of utility factor recency, the occurring time of the last transaction of a pattern, should satisfy the recency threshold. Similarly to recency, monetary is defined as that the total amount of money spent by all customers in a pattern should fall into the range between the maximum and minimum monetary thresholds. The algorithm for mining patterns [35] satisfying RFM constraints; they used a fixed time gap that every occurrence of patterns within the given recent time period will have the same influence regardless of the occurring time. However, their approach cannot reflect the different length of stripes of recency in measuring the importance of transactions.

With the knowledge of observations disclosed above Ya-Han Hu et al [22] proposed a scoring-based method in the context of performing the complete concept of RFM on measuring the importance of patterns. In this regard they introduced the RFMP-tree structure and the RFMP-growth algorithm, which are modified from the well-known FP-tree structure and FP-growth algorithm [36].

A complete RFMP-tree contains a list, called RFM-header, and a RFM-tree. A RFM-header is a list containing all the 1-RFPatterns (i.e. a RFT-pattern containing one item only), which are sorted according to their Fscore in descending order. Each entry in RFM-header consists five fields: item-name, Rscore, Fscore, Tta, and head of node-link, where item-name registers which item this entry presents, Rscore, Fscore, and Tta record the regency score, frequency score, and total transaction amount of this item, respectively, and head of node link points to the first node in RFMP-tree carrying the same item-name. Each node in RFMP-tree consists of five fields: item-name, score, Fscore, Tta, parent-link, child-link, and sibling-link, where item-name registers which item this node represents, Rscore, Fscore, and Tta register the recency score, frequency score, and total transaction amount from all the transactions that have the corresponding patterns represented at this node, and parent-link, child-link, and sibling-link register the addresses of the parent node, child nodes, and the next node carrying the same item-name in the RFMP-tree, respectively. The performance analysis indicating that the three thresholds used are having good impact on the proposed model. The importance of the values assumed to these thresholds is not
generalized. The experiments done on synthetic datasets are justifying the threshold values considered. Finally it can be concluded that it is necessary to generalize the values of the thresholds proposed and experiments need to be carried out on real datasets that entertains noise and uncertainty.

3.2 Minimum Support Parameter Value Determination Based Itemset Mining

The data mining requirements of a data source can be frequent set of items and similarity. The frequent can be indicated as fuzzy threshold in fuzzy point of view. The authorities of the data source or end users to whom the mining results meant for often expects to find frequency of items is less, more extremely high, or frequent with total coverage. Here all this parameters representing the state of the frequency can be fuzzy thresholds. Hence it is obvious to generate fuzzy sets with significantly purposeful itemsets. In this context the considerable issue is finding frequent itemsets without predefined coverage threshold, which indicates the need of bridge to fix the gap conventional frequent itemset mining and fuzzy threshold. The other mining requirement of the authority of the data sources is measuring similarity, which can be found with given range of relatively minimum support between 0 and 1

Shichao Zhang et al [37] devised a polynomial approximation model for a précised minimum of range between 0 and 1 and “fuzzy estimation” to determine minimum-support for fuzzy sets. Primarily, the proposed model takes a predefined required coverage threshold and computationally converts the specified threshold into an actual minimum support. This facilitates to specify mining concerns regardless of the transaction dataset state. In the absence of transaction dataset knowledge, It is quite common to fail to fix the appropriate minimum coverage threshold. Even A minimum coverage threshold is defined with the knowledge of transaction dataset, often can observe the resultant frequent itemsets away from the user requirements. Under this context Shichao Zhang et al [37] have devised a strategic approach to compute the minimum coverage threshold. Due to its ability to compute minimum coverage threshold, on other hand existing models demand initial support to be set by end users then converts this specified threshold into actual minimum coverage threshold.

In the context of contemporary affirmation of the literature, we can conclude that the first fold of the frequent itemset mining is much complex than second. Much of the research work attained solutions in the consideration of the probability evaluation of the specific itemset that satisfies the given coverage threshold constraints. The models in [38] and [39] evaluate the viable distributions of frequent itemsets. The model in [38] aimed on the sort of distributions can be expected for divergent transaction datasets and modeled such that it can determine the possibility of extracting maximal frequent itemsets collection of expected number and with expected length. The model in [39] uses probabilistic approach to determine the possible count of closed itemsets. The other model devised by Geerts et al. [40] is fixing the limit on candidatures to be generated during frequent itemset mining, in an ordered setting. The upper bound of the candidature count is dynamic and can differ at each level of the order. This upper bound can be set based on the number of candidates allowed and number of itemsets generated in previous level. Under concern to best levels of our knowledge, the only approach devised by J. Besson, et al [42] is estimating the count of itemsets with desired coverage threshold without developing a “global analytical model”. This approach requires a computational strategy to measure the probability of the given itemset to justify the given coverage threshold, and it is ordered in real practices by opting to itemset space sampling scheme. M. Boley, et al[43] have evaluated the algorithmic processes to estimate a maximum frequent set. This exploration is aggravated by the necessitate for an competent parameter assessment method that can be applied earlier than an exponential time pattern mining algorithm. The estimating algorithms have been considered since both are affected by NP-hard. This is a familiar maximization issue. Since the minimization is to be similar to min set cover issue, hence the hardness remains same even in minimization. With regard to computational complexity observed in performance analysis, M. Boley, et al[43] convinced that a nontrivial approach of estimating algorithm for maximal frequent set is suspect to exist. This parameter evaluation can also be done by considering the number of closed or maximal frequent itemsets under given parameter. In this regard it is interesting to find that in generalized scenario how fast this parameter evaluation is?

The counting of itemsets leads to NP-Hard, since the limit is to assess the max and min support of the itemsets. The pitfall of randomized counting is computational complexities. In that the sever issue is recurrent counting.

In this regard Zalizah Awang Long et al [23] described a design to conclude the interesting pattern, minimum support and item set count. The proposed model is sampling method specific that let to conclude the minimum support, which
computed by mean to define possible frequent itemsets. It is broadly divided in three stages: 1. Pre-processing 2. frequent item set algorithm and 3. data re-transformation. The data preparation is two folds and they are:

1) Assortment and conversion fold. With the help of WSARE dataset potential attributes are determined in comparison with the synthetic outbreak cases. The Apriori algorithm is constructed in the data transformation module.

2) In the second fold the minimum support and sequence length ‘k’ is determined. The occurrence discovery process uses results of frequent mining algorithm as coverage threshold.

The results of explored experiments showed that the maximum quantity of resultant itemsets against to lessen minimum support are much significant. On its rest fold of the frequent itemset mining process the count of item set taken for each generated length and positions of high gain are identified.

3.3 Multiple Minimum Supports based Item set Mining

The conventional and initial standard of frequent itemset mining is using single minimum support threshold for entire transaction dataset is inadequate for the reason that it cannot confine the intrinsic properties and/or divergence in frequencies of the items of the given transaction dataset since a part of transactions reflect the frequency of some itemsets as more compared to other itemsets.

In this regard the model devised by Liu et al. [47] can be considered as initial significant work with divergent coverage, which allows considering the item specific divergent coverage values. The coverage of minimal frequent itemset is considered as the lowest minimum supports amongst the items in the itemset. This assignment is, though, not all the times appropriate. When the least coverage of an itemset is considered as the minimal support of the elements in it, then sometimes a big itemset can be with less number of elements, which can be susceptible. Hence it is worthy to quote that the incident frequency of an appealing itemset ought to be superior to the maximal of the coverage values of elements belongs to that itemset. In this regard at first Wang et al. [48] devised a bin-oriented, non-uniform support constraint model that allows the coverage of an itemset can be any of the minimal coverage of elements those belongs to the itemset. Here in this model the elements of the transactions clustered into bins, and neglects the difference of the minimum support value of the elements belongs to same bin. Even if this model is supple in fix the minimum supports to itemsets, the methodology of frequent itemset mining that recommended as an algorithm is a small multifaceted due to its oversimplification. Although this model is comprehensive to handle such issues, the time complexity is high. Besides, the elements with quantitative values in multiple folds in said transactions are not considered in this model. The Apriori based frequent itemset mining with multiple minimum supports is defined Y. C. Lee et al [49][50], which aimed to find the maximal length itemsets with multiple itemset coverage values, which is scalable and simple over Wang et al.'s model.

In recent literature the model proposed by Ya-Han Hu et al.[25] is interesting, which have laid a detailed emphasis on Sequential pattern Frequent Mining with multiple minimum supports. Frequent itemset mining is a significant data-mining methodology for determining associations amongst elements or itemsets. Owing to the varied frequencies of different itemsets, stating a unique minimum support not able to be exactly discovering interesting itemsets. The authors argued that the solutions available, which are based on multiple minimum supports (MMS) [9] is complicated. So, based on the new characterizations of frequent itemsets with MMS, a refined PLWAP-tree [10] formation has been proposed, labeled as Preorder Linked Multiple Supports tree (PLMS-tree), to condense and maintains the required information from transaction dataset. Then, PLWAP-Mine is further extended as MSCPG (Multiple Supports Candidate Pattern Growth) that aims to scalable mining of the frequent itemsets under MMS. MSCPG scalable with compact structure due to its underlying concepts called PLWAP-tree and PLWAP-Mine. The MSCPG is working based an algorithm referred as PLMS-Tree, which similar to PLWAP-tree that saves information about all elements and transaction in given dataset in a compact structure that referred as PLMS-Tree. Then this PLMS-Tree that indicates the compact structure of the transaction dataset information will be used by MSCPG to generate frequent itemsets under MMS. The PLMS contradict with PLWAP in the way the items selected to have in tree structure. The PLWAP selects elements with support more than the given support threshold, but in the case of PLMS the items with minimum interesting support will be selected. The exceptional element issue in the mining of frequent itemsets is also addressed in this model.

. However the model described in [25] is more specific in presenting tree representation of the data to predict itemsets, in this regard to achieve the scalability in memory usage, the essential pruning process has not been discussed. More over the performance of the proposed PLMS-Tree structure under extended length of itemsets was not explored.

3.4 Frequent Itemset Mining without Candidate Maintenance

In the concerns of avoiding candidature maintenance Han et al. [51] devised a model referred as FP-growth that limits only
to two scans of the given set. This is an effective model, which is beginning of the frequent itemset mining with no candidature maintenance. Another mining model presented in [52], which referred as H-Mine. This H-Mine keeps the sparse set in primary memory by using a hyper structure that referred as H-structure. Then it appeal to FP-growth to perform mining on dense set. Another tree based model referred as COFI-Trees can be found in [53]. This model initially structures a matrix from the given transactions and inverses that matrix, then constructs COFI-Trees by using the relatively sparse parts of the inverted matrix. Another Tree based model devised in [54], which referred as CFP-tree. In concern to balance the memory space, the CFP-Tree approach publishes the determined frequent itemsets on disk. In contrast to FP-Tree that publishes transactions on disk, the CFP-tree publishes discovered frequent itemsets. In this sequence of tree based frequent itemset mining models, the other considerable model defined in [55] that referred as pattern fragment growth methodology. This frequent Fragment growth model with underlying concept of FP-Tree aimed to determine maximum length frequent itemsets. The tree model referred as CATS (Compressed and Arranged Transaction Sequences)-Tree devised by William Cheung et al[56] which helps to use determine frequent itemsets under divergent supports. The other conventional properties of this model are finding frequent itemsets with single scan of the set and ability to perform mining in incremental approach since the tree can be updated dynamically. The CATS-Tree model is not hesitating to use large volume of the memory, which can be tolerable since 1) it is compatible and scalable even for sensibly dense transaction set 2) the memory resource are vast and less expensive in current and future state. 3) Current memory management and data compression techniques are reliable and compatible to this CATS Tree. Later, Grouping Compressed tree (GC tree) was devised by Liou et al [57] to further improve the performance of CATS tree.

In this regard Chuang-Kai Chiou et al [26] presented a new tree structure called Sorted Compression (SC) tree and a mining algorithm for association rule are proposed. Advantages of several algorithms are combined in this algorithm, and as per the performance analysis report observed, the SC outperforms (CATS tree) and GC tree mining algorithms. The CATS tree is one of them and it builds its tree structure dynamically so that the mining process is complex and tedious. Hence, an enhanced algorithm called the Sorted Compression tree (SC tree) where association rules can be mined in a bottom-up style instead of bi-directional or recursive is proposed. As a result, the cost of association rule mining is reduced and it is not only more efficient but also space saving.

CATS-tree allows users to adjust the minimum support value. The efficiency of tree construction and association rule mining are improved by SC tree. By pre-sorting the data set, the data arrangement of SC tree is consistent, so that dynamic adjustment of the tree structure can be avoided.

This SC Tree algorithm can simplifies the process of tree construction and another is to simplify the rule mining method. Constructing and mining the tree structure done by SC tree with fewer memory resources that compared to other methods and it is the most efficient algorithm. By applying the SC tree algorithm in large database by employing the technique of parallel and distributed computing, the scalability also increases.

Under the experiment and evaluation section the performance of SC tree, CATS tree and GC tree algorithm was verified. Focus is on execution performance and memory requirements under different values of transaction size attribute. Under the efficiency evaluation, the experiments focused on efficiency of tree construction and rule mining. Under the memory requirements of algorithms, the experiments focused on memory requirements for tree construction and memory requirements for association rule mining.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>Candidature</th>
<th>Support Constraint</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Utility based</th>
<th>Multiple Supports</th>
<th>Scan Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>user defined</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>Apriori</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute by sampling</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute by preorder Link</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Apriori</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>user defined</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Apriori</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>user defined</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. CONCLUSION

With copious research published about frequent pattern mining models that affirmed in this paper, evident that numerous significant research issues at to be resolved. The methods scalability in resource utilization is the initial concerns of the research in frequent pattern mining, which is still a considerable issue since the current trends and requirements elevated new scalability related issues and challenges. Hence we optimistic to consider this as our further research direction to settle for efficient mining methodologies. In this regard we can plot a research direction that aims to devise frequent pattern mining models that result compact frequent itemsets, which are sensible under inference validation, temporal validation, transitional validation. In regard to achieve the compactness in total number of frequent itemsets determined, few models are already available such as closed frequent itemset mining, maximal frequent itemset mining, approximate frequent itemset mining condensed frequent itemset bases, representative frequent itemset mining, utility mining of frequent itemsets, and discriminative frequent itemset mining. However, it is still a considerable dilemma that what category of models will be substantial for
finding frequent itemsets that are compact and meets inference, temporal and transitional validation in regard to the source of the data. Hence it is quite remarkable to conclude that much research is still needed under consideration of the constraints such as transitional, temporal and inference validity. There is a big scope to perform research to identify post itemset mining models to determine the coherent itemsets. In this regard we continue our research to determine scalable closed itemset mining models under the constraints explored.
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